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D. The custom control that Elaine wants is available from the Custom Controls view in the 
application navigator, but to have it available on a particular XPage, she has to drag it from 
there onto the XPage. 

Answer: B 

Questions: 98  
Qiang needs to add a button to the Contact XPage. When clicked, this button should delete the 
currently-open document from the application. What is one way that Qiang can add this button? 

A. Drag the Data control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, set the Label to Delete. On the Operations tab, select Current document and 
Delete. 

B. Drag the Data control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, set the Label to Delete. In the Options area of the properties, select Delete for the 
Action, and select Domino Document for the Target. 

C. Drag a Button control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, set the Label to Delete. On the events panel, select the Mouse onclick event, and 
add a server-side simple action. Select Delete for the action. 

D. Drag a Button control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, set the Label to Delete. On the events panel, select the Mouse onclick event, and 
add a client-side simple action. Select Delete for the action. 

Answer: C 

Questions: 99  
Emil has a data table in his XPage. He has identified the data table's data source as a particular 
Domino View Data Source. He has also inserted the columns that he needs. How can he assign 
each column to a matching column from the Domino view? 

A. Drag a view control onto the data table and define its columns. 
B. Select the data table and define its data binding to include all of the view's columns, in the 

appropriate order. 
C. Right-click each column, select Data Binding from the context menu, and identify the 

appropriate column in the Domino view. 
D. Drag the appropriate controls from the Controls view onto the columns in the data table and 

define their data bindings to the individual columns in the Domino view. 

Answer: D 

Questions: 100  
Yolanda has built the XPages for the Sales application. The functionality is working correctly, and 
it is now time to apply the corporate branding. Yolanda has read that XPages can use themes 
and XPages can use CSS for affecting the appearance of the UI. What is a distinction between 
themes and CSS? 

A. Themes are set at the server level to control one, many, or all XML properties of all XPages 
running on the server. One must use CSS to customize the UI of specific applications. 

B. Themes and CSS each can control all of the same items. The difference is that themes can be 
used to apply to some or all applications on a server, while CSS is application-specific. 

C. Themes can be used to control any XML properties of any XPages running on the server, 
including CSS style properties. Themes are different from stylesheets in that they are not 
restricted to CSS styles. 26



          
     
      

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

D. CSS is used to control the presentation of data, such properties as color, font, and positioning. 
Themes cannot manage the same items as CSS, but can be used to control functional 
properties, such as the number of displayed view rows. 

Answer: C 

Questions: 101  
Pablo has created an XPage to use for browsing and editing customer data. He would like to add 
a button which asks users if they are sure that they want to update the customer data. The button 
saves the changes if users indicate that they are sure. How can Pablo create this button? 

A. Drag a button control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, select Save as the button type, and enable the Confirm option. 

B. Drag a button control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, select Save as the button type. A confirmation prompt is included by default. 

C. Drag a button control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, select Submit as the button type. From the events panel, add a server-side simple 
action. Select Confirm Action for the action. 

D. Drag a button control from the core controls onto the XPage canvas. From the Control 
properties, select Submit as the button type. From the events panel, add a client-side simple 
action. Select Confirm Action for the action. 

Answer: C 
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